A conformal mapping-based fa,ce representation is presented. This face representation technique combined with an eigenface-based method extends and improves the results obtained with other eigenface algorithms [l].
Introduction
There are in general two a.pproaches to the problem of machine recognition of human faces. The classical pat,t8ern recognition approach consists of two basic steps: feature extra.ction, and classification, with an implicit, dimensionality reduction [2, 3, 47. The key issue is t o choose the right set of individual features, which turns out to be quite difficult. On the ot,her hand, a global comparison of face images may be carried over. In this approach, the fea.ture selection step is bypa.ssed and no arpriori judgement, about the importa.nce of face features is made. Instead, such systems try to characterize and encode va.riations among faces. They deal with t,he pixel intensities of the digitized ima.ges previously set into a workable form, This a.pproach to face recognition seeks to capture the configura.tiona1 properties of a, face, being more in accordance with the process of face recognition by humans. One of tohe main examples of global comparison systems is the eigenface method [l, 51. The idea is to decompose the difference between a face ima.ge and the average face of the databse into linear combinations of a small set of characterist,ic images called cigenfaces. The dimension D of the space is hugeclose to lo5 (260 x 400 pels). In [l], a,n optimal representation of the ensemble of caricatures is presented, based on a system of orthonormal vectors U,, so that < U , , U, >= 6, , under the usual Euclidian inner product, with U , calculated as um = C E 1 a m n F k . providing the same solution than the low-dimensional approach. The numerical resolution of this original problem, however, is an intractable task. This alternative view of the problem is connected with the Karhunen-Ldve expansion [l] . R.emark: a detailed analysis of the conditions under which the equation (1) This point is not mentioned in the literature, and without this condition the eigenvectors calculated based on ( 1 ) a,re different than those calculated by solving (2). A simple way to overcome this problem is by calculating the a.verage face with some additional faces out of the ensemble, making then the set of Fi vectors linearly independent. Besides its theoretical relevance, conformal mapping methods have been applied to the solution of 2D potential problems on conservative (temperature, electro-magnetic, gravitatorial, etc.) fields; to imnpedance/admitance charts in electrical engineering; and cartography (Mercator projection, Gauss-Kruger representation, etc.).
Conformal maps have been applied to texture mapping in computer graphics [7] and in [8] they have been proposed as a model of image represent#ation by the human brain.
Several methods (Symm's, Schwarz-Christoffel's, Fornberg's, Szego integral equation) for the numerical computation of a conformal mapping between an arbitmry closed region and the unit circle have been developed. A survey can be found in [9] . A well-known edge-detection operator is given by the position of the zero-crossings of the Laplacian of the Gaussian filtered image [lo] , where the Laplacian is defined as 0'4 : (z,g) + 3 ( z , y) + $ $ ( E , 51). Furthermore, since the conformal map preserves angles, the conformal transformation of an image will show the same structure of zero-crossings as t8he original ima,ge.
Variation of the point density in the unitcicle. When a.n image is conformally transformed, its point density changes. This variation is due to the high non-linearity of conformal mapping. A point clustering a.ppear in the regions where elongations are ma.pped. The inverse effect (a dispersion of the points) occurs for the points that are close to t8he one that, is mapped onto the origin. This phenomenon ma,y produce numerical instabilities in the calculat,ion of the conformal mapping for very elongated regions.
Conformal Mapping-Based Face Representation
The Eigenfaces Method, a.s previously described, has some weak points. Even avoiding scaling and taking images under controlled conditions, the process of averaging face images suffers from mismatch problems (e.g., the eyebrow of one ima.ge is superimposed and averaged with the eye of another image, and so on). The resulting face becomes extremely blurred, with a lack of details. As a. result, the caricature or error i m a g e F keeps alniost all the information of the original face. Therefore, when applying eigendecomposit,ion to the error image F , much of the representation power is spent in just restoring basic features (common to all faces) only partially included in the average face, rather than describing the distinctive details of a particular face. This results in a requirement of a. considerably large number of terms when small representa,tion errors are sought. The eigenvector representation would become much more efficient if the regions of interest were forced to coincide somehow. Conformal impping can be fruitfully used for this purpose. By pre-warping the face images, relevant areas (eyes, mouth, nose, etc.) can be ma.de t80 coincide on the unit circle. Eigen-analysis can then be performed on this uniform domain. In particular, the resulting average image on the unit disc keeps most of the common face features, leaving the error images t80 better characterize among individuals.
It is first necessary to define a simply-closed curve that will be the border of the region to be mapped. This curve can enclose the whole face or a portion of it, depending on the application. Another possibility is that the curve is the original face outline. The choice of the face outline is not acceptable as conformal maps are very sensitive to small perturbations in the boundary of regions. The selected curve will be mapped onto the unit circle boundary. By fixing the value of the map and its derivative at a point in the region, the mapping is uniquely determined. As the conformal mapping is a one-to-one transformation, there exists an inverse mapping from the circle onto the region. By using this inverse, the original face can be reconstructed without loss of information.
As a first advantage of this representation, it should be mentioned its invariance to rotations, translations and scale changes in the original domain, and the preservation of oriented angles and edge structure (Section 3). Also, all faces are mapped onto the same region (the unit circle), thus yielding a uniform environment for bet ter discrimination among different faces. It is possible to map some interesting points (for example the pupils of the eyes) onto fixed points on the unit circle. This space warping is very important whenever the representation is used for recognition, because all the mapped images will have the critical areas for image recognition purposes mapped to the same location on the unit circle. Thus, the focus of attention arid discrimination analysis can be concentrated in specific regions.
Compared to other space warping techniques, the conformal mapping is the only representsation scheme that verifies all the above properties.
As existing alternatives, [12] proposes the mapping ( 2 ,~) -+ (u(z,y), U ( X , y)), where U and U are harmonic functions. The book by Li et a1 [13] presents several other transformations (bilinear, affine, perspective, etc.).
Experimental Procedures and Results
In order t o carry out the experimental work more than 90 faces were taken. Individuals were drawn from the male and female population (65% men, 35% women). Each face was digitized at 360 x 480 pixels with 64 gray level by means of an IBM Video Capt,iire Ada.pter and Audio Visual Connection softwme.
All images were processed by changing the format, the dimensions (260 x 400) and the gray-level range (0 . . .255). A vertical line passed through the symmetry line of the face and an horizontal line through the pupils of the eyes, just to a.id for the alignment of the image. N o other conditions (like background-lighting or field depth) were enforced.
The original eigenface in the image doma.in was compared with a new technique carried out on tfhe unit disc by means of conformal ma.ppi1ig.s of face-enclosing ellipses. The first ellipse was chosen so that its center ma.ps to t8he centter of the circle, and the axes are such that the pupils centers map onto two fixed points on the circle. The second ellipse was used to map the corners of the mouth onto fixed points on the lower ha.lf of the unit circle. The final map is done by composing the top half of the first map with the bottom half of the second map.
To find the ellipses axes aT , ay such that the point of interest is mapped in the desired way to the point p in the circle, a table is constructed with all the possible tuples (az, a y r q ) where q = f -' ( p ) and f is the conformal mappping from the ellipse E onto the unit circle C such that f(OE) = Oc. Then, for ea.ch face image in the database, the interest point (for example the eye center) is manually determined. The ellipse axes are those belonging t,o the same tuple than t,he q closest to the interest point.
It is important to not.ice that the selection of ellipses as face-enclosing curves precludes the numerical unstability mentioned earlier (Section 3), as long as they are only modera.tely elongated (aspect ratio close to one).
Figs. 6 shows the average face without and with conformal mapping preprocessing. The visual appearance is much clearer for t8he 1a.tter image, because more information &out the ensamble of faces is registerd in that ca.se.
The First each face was reconstructed using the coefficients in the original order of the eigenvectors (descending eigenvalue order), and then the coefficients were ordered by their descending absolute values. In the first case the number of eigenfaces required for human recognition of the reconstruction in the original method was 65, compared to 50 for the new method ( Fig. 6-TOP) . In the other experiment, the number of eigenfaces were 40 a.nd 20, respectively (Fig. 6-TOP) .
The error or measure of goodness in the reconstruction was calculated ~~ as e N = IJF -FNII/IIFI) where N llFll = E : = , I F, I. The mea.n of the error of the reconstruction for bot,h methods was ca.lculated over the data base set, resulting in lesser error for the faces that were preprocessed using conformal mapping. Fig.   6 show these average errors as a function of the number of eigenfaces used in the reconstruction. Fig. 6 shows the error in the reconstructions of Fig. 6 .
In short, the face representation technique presented here extends and improves the results obtained with other eigenface algorit,hms.
Conclusions
A novel conformal mapping-based face representation was presented. Conformal transforms provide a representa.tion mechanism in which different shapes can be ma.pped onto a single domain: the unit circle, preserving key features such as the zero-crossings of the Lapla.cian. Based on eigen-analysis of warped face images on the unit circle, this representation results in better reconstructions t,haii those obtained with other cigenfacc methods. By keeping most common face information into a warped face average in the unit cicle, the resulting eigenfaces provided better representations of t8he variations among individuals. This result, was validated by ext,ensive experimentation over a medium-sized database of faces.
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eo. Figure 5 : Error in the reconstruction of face of Fig. 3 vs. number of the eigenfa.ces used in the reconstruction
